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Preface
Hello and welcome to Clown Town! This guide will explain some of the
background of the pictures. This deck is generally based on the Tarot
de Marseille, and refers in particular to the restoration by Camoin and
Jodorowsky. But in the noble interest of packing in as many clowns as
possible, I added very un-Marseille scenic minor arcana! For each arcanum,
I used the typical Marseille meaning as well as some peculiarities from my
own clown-ified major arcana. What’s been lost in purity of meaning has
hopefully been made up for in face paint.

A Note On the Use of Pronouns: In this guide I’m using whatever pronouns
I find fitting at the moment. My writing is already too convoluted to further
confuse it with singular “they,” and “it” feels so cold. But, as we all know,
clowns are all-encompassing, genderless beings, so please do not take my
“he” or “she” as definitive!
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The Major Arcana
The Fool

The Fool is the deck’s wild card, and she is fittingly undefined. Her costume
contains elements of all the clown types shown in the deck. Her pouch is in
the shape of the big top, to contain the entire circus-universe.

I. The Magician

The Magician is a shameless trickster. Both you and he know that he’s
taking you for a ride, but everyone enjoys the show. His magic is so obviously
fake that it is potentially real. Part of the clown’s appeal is that one never
knows who’s under the makeup. Could it be a creature who can cut itself
in half and regenerate? Why not?
3
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1. THE MAJOR ARCANA

II. The Papess

Based on the character “Mad Maudlin” as well as Mary Magdalene, from
whose name “Maudlin” derives. Mad Maudlin was the narrator of an 18th
century sequel to "Tom O’ Bedlam" (see V. The Pope). Like Tom, Maudlin
is a crazed, wandering prophetic figure.1
There are two relevant legends of Mary Magdalene. First, after Jesus’s
death, Mary Magdalene wandered the desert until her clothes fell away
and her hair grew to replace them. Second, Mary Magdalene created the
first Easter egg. The egg, which is guarded by the Papess in the CamoinJodorowsky deck, is also symbolic in the clown world: in the 1940s, clowns
painting their unique faces onto emptied eggs.2

III. The Empress

Queen of the Big Top. The Empress is the embodiment of nature and
femininity. In fact, her feminine guise is so strong that it becomes drag. She
shakes 13 flowers from her skirt, for both birth and death. Her elephant is
free-roaming, to represent her harmony with nature.
1
She makes many wonderful claims, but my favorite is “My Staff hath Murder’d Gyants,
my Bag a long Knife carries, to cut Mince-pyes from Childrens Thighs, with which I feast
the Faries.” See: Thomas D’Urfey Wit and Mirth: or Pills to Purge Melancholy, Volume
IV (London, 1719), 189.
2
The Clown Egg Register lives at the Clowns Gallery-Museum in London. It gets even
better, the museum is in an active church popularly known as “Clowns’ Church”!
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IIII. The Emperor

King of the Big Top. If the Empress is a drag queen then the Emperor too
is a drag king, based on the stereotype of old Russian royalty with insanely
long beards.3 His elephant is tamed and bearing his shield to represent his
imposition of order on nature. He chastises his subjects, represented by his
sceptre. But he is perhaps unaware that the animals do what they please.

V. The Pope

The Pope is based on "Tom O’ Bedlam," the (anti)hero of a 17th century
ballad.4 Tom was an archetype of the Bedlamites, or Abram-men - beggars
who claimed to be lunatics released from the Abraham ward of Bedlam
Hospital to make their way in the world off the alms of strangers.5 They
would dress in eye-catchingly insane outfits, featuring ribbons, fox-tails, and
ox-horns. The narrator Tom has the aura of a crazed prophet, and here he
preaches in the graveyard to drake and owl.
3

The tradition that Peter the Great sought violently to end, with a ’beard tax’ and
mano a mano shaving fights.
4
The entire poem, being super-old and anonymous, is freely published on the internet.
5
Evidently, even if Bedlam did have such a program, the number of Bedlam beggars
greatly exceeded the number of actual patients.
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1. THE MAJOR ARCANA

VI. The Lover

This card is based on three characters from the Commedia dell’Arte. Colombina the saucy maid (center) is married to dour Pierrot (left) and is having
an affair with slightly-demonic Arlecchino (right, see also XV. The Devil).
Just like the ambiguously-related characters on the card in the Tarot de
Marseille, these guys were stock characters who could be put in endless
conflicting permutations in any performance.

VII. The Chariot

The iconic clown car. Who needs a limousine? This is the ultimate party
vehicle. The jesters tumble out to make way for the majestic Prince of
Clowns. The circus is not truly in town until The Chariot comes.
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VIII. Justice

This clown is portraying a socially conscious aristocrat who, eager to help the
cause, guillotines herself. Justice is all about making decisions and carrying
them out, no matter how many red-nosed heads must roll.

VIIII. The Hermit

The Hermit came from the East6 to explore the wild deserts of the West,
with nothing but his lantern and his trusty water-rifle. He lives an isolated
life, but he is more pioneer than misanthrope. If you run into him on your
travels, he is an invaluable guide to the wasteland.

6
In case you wonder where he got the racoon to make his hat - I think he, like Nat
Love, hails from Tennessee.
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1. THE MAJOR ARCANA

X. The Wheel of Fortune

When you climb to the top of the Big Wheel, you have only a few moments
to admire the view before you feel the drop in your stomach as you come
down. The clown on the right reaches for the stars, the clown on the left
falls like confetti. The smug jokester in the middle doesn’t know what’s
coming to him.

XI. Strength

A thrilling double-act - the circus strongwoman and her fierce lion!

XII. The Hanged One

This marionette is more than a little tangled up, but he’s rallying to take
control of his own strings.
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XIII

When I die, show no pity: send my soul to Juggalo City
This is the first picture I drew for the deck, before I even thought I would
make a whole deck. I don’t know where he came from, but he’s here.

XIIII. Temperance

Temperance is an angelic carhop, mixing shakes. She represents a purity
that exists in only the finest of American diners.

XV. The Devil

Arlecchino or Harlequin is one of the world’s most famous clown characters.
He came from the demonic leader of the “Wild Hunt.”7 The two clowns are
7
The legend is common to many European countries, including Germany (Erlkönig),
England (Herla Cyning), and France (hellequin).
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1. THE MAJOR ARCANA

dressed in pure white, wearing their ceremonial balloon antlers, ready to be
joined to Harlequin’s horde. Like many depictions of the Devil, Harlequin’s
wild clothing and mask are there to terrify and baffle. But remember that
Harlequin can also be a source of uninhibited creativity, a way to tap into
one’s feral side. He is in a way primeval. If you join the clowns, you are
never far from the spirit of Harlequin.

XVI. The House of God

Lightning strikes at the big top! As the clowns (and circus peanuts) hit
the ground, the elephants look on impassively. Over the years this card
has been restricted from the Marseille version to “The Tower,” an icon of
destruction. Its true essence is that of some higher power acting on Earth.
I tried to keep the freeing, and even celebratory aspects in this depiction.
After all, if there’s one thing a clown knows, it’s how to take a pratfall.

XVII. The Star

The Morning Star, the Groovy Goddess of Love, the one and only Venus!
It’s all about hope, light, and generosity.
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XVIII. The Moon

I think of this card as the Circus Afterparty. Long after everyone’s gone to
bed in some nameless mid-west town, it’s time for the clowns to come out
and have a good old fashioned hoedown by the light of the moon. The moon
in her nightcap looks haunted, perhaps the unholy racket of banjo and fiddle
woke even her.

XVIIII. The Sun

This card is a tribute to the Jersey Shore, home to the world’s biggest
boardwalk. You can’t have the glitz and glamour without the abandoned
casinos and the toxic waste on the beach. But why worry - the Sun is
shining, grab your floaties and your cotton candy and bask in the glow!
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1. THE MAJOR ARCANA

XX. Judgement

On the ground stand the long-suffering clown denizens of the traveling carnival. In the center we have the despicable dunk tank clown, he who hurls
insults in exchange for hurled baseballs. Flanking him are the plastic midway
clowns who must swallow down countless thrown balls through their perpetually laughing mouths, all in the name of money. But salvation comes, and
even these despised and despicable characters are invited to join the great
circus in the sky!

XXI. The World

The World is a mechanical drum-clown on parade. The earth is in the
center, drummed upon by the Sun, Moon, and Stars. Like The Fool this
card encompasses all four Suits, but here they appear as the four Knights.
All clowns are welcome to take their place in the celestial procession.

2

The Suit of Coins
Coins are associated with Earth, and lucky for me, with the bull on the traditional World card - so enter the rodeo clowns! More generally, this suit is
frontier-themed, since rodeo clowns have to do some things other than being
chased by bulls. The mission of the rodeo clown and the pioneer are essentially the same: don’t get killed. And that is central to the material/physical
focus of Coins.

Court Cards

The Page of Coins stands outside the gates of the rodeo, armed with one
coin for spending and another saved on her belt buckle. She hasn’t yet faced
down horse and bull but is eager to prove herself.
The Queen of Coins is at ease, and her nose-ringed bull seems tamed. She
is confident and unafraid.
The King of Coins sits with his flag inside the fence, but the bull is not in
sight. Perhaps he is staring it down right now.
The Knight of Coins rides the wild bull, and makes a great show of it too.
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2. THE SUIT OF COINS

Ace of Coins - Sun Seed
Some time around the creation of this picture I learned that Insane Clown
Posse starred in a straight-to-video Western called “Big Money Rustlas,” and
I dedicate this picture to that title. At press time I still haven’t watched
the movie, but perhaps that’s better, since it can’t possibly live up to what
I think it is.

Two of Coins - The Big Sweep
This card is traditionally about taking time to rest and restore, so I used
the image of janitors sweeping up between the acts. Will you clean up, or
slip on the great comic banana-peel of life? These clowns were inspired by
the janitors at the Bread and Puppet Theater.1

Three of Coins - The Scorpion Lament
Small plants and animals spring up around the grinning skull of a clown lost
in the desert (and the bone flute from Arcanum XIII). One skeletal hand
reaches out of the ground to entice the explorer with a coin. This card is
about new growth, and the constancy of the earth above all - the desert
swallows clowns and gives up gold.

Four of Coins - Black Gold
A good old Texas oil-clown stands content in the midst of his empire. A
well-oiled machine! This card is about well-managed resources.

Five of Coins - Rattler
Tempted by gold, a clown dares to stick her hand right into a snake’s nest.
This card is about materialism and temptation. It’s a similar impulse that
started the Gold Rush.
1
It’s in Glover, Vermont, and if the phrase “barn full of puppets” doesn’t get you to
pack up your bags and visit, I don’t know what will.
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Six of Coins - Sunflower Seeds
A rodeo clown takes a break to lay back and spit some seeds. This card is
about the simple earthly pleasures.

Seven of Coins - Wagon Train
A clown moves across the desert in her covered wagon. All of her earthly
possessions are packed up and she is in search of a new place in the world.
They are guided to the promise of new wealth, a seventh coin in the sky.

Eight of Coins - The Clown With The Golden Gun
An Annie-Oakley-type rodeo clown is ready to show off his/her shooting
prowess. But another clown pops up in the middle - maybe to tease, and
maybe to encourage. This card is about concentration, and an opportunity
to show off the fruits of your labors.

Nine of Coins - Open Wide
Distracted by his dropped coins, a rodeo clown just realizes that the last is
in the possession of the bull, and he/she is cruisin’ for a bruisin’. This card
says that sooner or later, you’ll have to lose.

Ten of Coins - Westward!
Two rodeo clowns go out of the fence and ride off for the sunset, each with
one coin as provisions in their saddlebag. They’re ready to go out a-trampin’
in the suit of Batons.
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2. THE SUIT OF COINS

3

The Suit of Batons
Batons are associated with Fire and they represent creativity and movement.
This suit uses the archetype of the tramp clown, the eternal wanderer.

Court Cards

The Page of Batons is hanging around down at the depot, waiting to hop
his first train.
The Queen of Batons has set up camp on a park bench - if you sit down by
her, she’ll play you some harmonica tunes and tell you about all the places
she’s been.
The King of Batons is panhandling with his old hound dog, ready to
berate passersby or look forlorn, as the situation calls for.
The Knight of Batons, who is based most closely on Weary Willie, is
ready to blow this town, and taking his little dog with him.
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3. THE SUIT OF BATONS

Ace of Batons - Bindle Up
A tramp clown ties his bindle to his stick, getting ready to travel.

Two of Batons - Hobo Code
Back in the day, hobos came up with a series of symbols to pass on tips and
help other hobos out. The upper symbol means “a good road to follow”,
and the lower two-columned symbol that our tramp clown is carving means
“the sky’s the limit!”

Three of Batons - Dancin’ Dog
If you’re a cynic, this tramp clown and his dog have been playing the sympathy card with their crutches and cane, but here they’re dropping the act
for a moment of spontaneous joy. If you’re an optimist, then it’s a miracle!

Four of Batons - Sunday Morn
The Four is about routine, and even when you’re out tramping, you can’t
forgo the ritual of a good Sunday brunch. Roll up to Temperance’s diner,
put your feet up, and plan your next move.

Five of Batons - Crossroad Blues
Legend has it that Robert Johnson sold his soul to the Devil at a Mississippi
crossroads in exchange for his guitar skills. It sounds sinister, but both Devil
and Clown are happy with the deal... at the moment. This card is about
experimenting, breaking new creative ground, and taking artistic risks.
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Six of Batons - Travelin’ Man
The character in this card comes from a truly rich history of shady traveling
salesman, from Dolly Parton’s mother-daughter two-timing “Traveling Man”
to Flannery O’Connor’s prosthetic-fetishist Bible salesman (“Good Country
People”). Some days you’re one of the young lovers running away to forge a
new life, some days you’re the mother protecting her home from the swindler,
and some days you’re just the little sister laughing at the ruckus.

Seven of Batons - Hobo’s Haven
In the spirit of the Star, three tramp clowns have come together to set up
their own private paradise, a secluded campsite with enough roasted squirrel
to go around.

Eight of Batons - Walkin’ After Midnight
This is a tribute to one of the greatest pieces of music, the anthem of all
wanderers under the moonlight - Patsy Cline’s “Walkin’ After Midnight.”
This card suggests it’s time to take a break from the harsh day, and instead
step out under cool lunar light and trust your intuition.

Nine of Batons - No Clowns Allowed
The Nine signals a decline in energy, and this tramp clown, rejected by polite
society at every turn, is beginning to get downtrodden.

Ten of Batons - Up and Away
The solution to the tramp clown’s woes is to leave the rails behind and take
to the sky! We move from Fire to Air, and the suit of Swords.
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3. THE SUIT OF BATONS

4

The Suit of Swords
Swords are associated with Air and the realm of the intellect. The court
jester, with their typical satirical humor and influence on politics, star in
this suit.

Court Cards

The Swords court cards are all based on historical1 jesters.
The Page of Swords is based on Sir Jeffrey Hudson, a little person who
found a place at French court and later had an even stranger life, going to
war and being captured by pirates.
The Queen of Swords is based on Jamie Fleeman, a Scottish jester who
also worked on the family farm and helped defend the home.
The King of Swords is based on Stańczyk, the celebrated medieval Polish
hero. This depiction in particular is from Jan Matejko’s painting.
The Knight of Swords is based on João de Sá “Panasco,” an African jester
that rose in status in Portuguese court thanks to his military exploits.

1

Historical, or possibly legendary
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4. THE SUIT OF SWORDS

Ace of Swords - Sic Semper Tyrannis
A jester drives a sword straight through the head of a doll of a King. She is
not afraid to shock, and always ready to take down a tyrant.

Two of Swords - While Gamekeepers Lie Sleeping
Most of the time, jesters didn’t need to entertain, so they would take on
other household duties. Here an off-duty jester dreams while watching the
master’s hounds.

Three of Swords - Below the Salt
A trio of jesters interrupt a presumably sedate banquet with a good oldetymey jam band.

Four of Swords - Confidant
Here the jester appears as an advisor to the King, enjoying a level of intimacy
and influence on politics that few other positions give.

Five of Swords - Stargazer
In her spare time, a jester studies the stars. A hobby like this is a luxury
of being in a wealthy household and having time on one’s hands, but who
knows what the jester will gain by it on earth?
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Six of Swords - Manikin
Turning to artistic pursuits, a jester creates a puppet resembling himself.

Seven of Swords - Night Messenger
Jesters also had duties in wartime. Here a jester carries a message across a
battleground at night.

Eight of Swords - The Juggler
A feat of concentration, a jester juggles seven swords while one more lays
down safely at her feet.

Nine of Swords - Hermitage
Removed from court life, a jester writes at a table in a small cottage looking
out on a still pond. This could be a picturesque exile, but I also thought
of how 19th century aristocrats paid faux hermits to live in tiny houses on
their grounds and add an extra level of quaintness to their gardens.

Ten of Swords - Hello
A jester discovers the puppet in a trunk, while the original waits just behind
a curtain. Jodorowsky wrote that the final degree of Swords is the discovery
of the Other - the person behind the ideas. Then, it is time to move into the
emotional unity of Cups. This card is also a tribute to Raymond Roussel’s
novel Locus Solus,2 which got me started drawing clowns.3

2
The entire book is a tour of an eccentric mansion, containing many vignettes. One is
a story about a princess named Hello, whose father wants to secure her inheritance from
court intrigues. The king tells the secret of his hidden treasure to his one-eyed jester, then
hides a puppet version of the jester for the princess to find when she is older.
3
The clowns come from a later vignette, about an artist who exclusively makes wax
Pierrot sculptures with tools made of dried bread.
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4. THE SUIT OF SWORDS

5

The Suit of Cups
Cups are associated with Water, emotions and love. Their patron clown is
the enigmatic Pierrot, the white clown.

Court Cards

The Page of Cups is ever hesistant, does he close his cup or leave it open?
The Queen of Cups sits peacefully entrenched in lace, a living doll.
The King of Cups has the classic Pierrot posture of woe, but he loves his
melancholy.
The Knight of Cups, however, has a brighter outlook, ranging across the
fields of sunflowers, guided by his heart.
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5. THE SUIT OF CUPS

Ace of Cups - Sandcastle
A clown gazes wistfully from the window of an elaborate cup-shaped sandcastle. The cup is ready to pour open into the world.

Two of Cups - The Lady With the Little Dog
See Anton Chekhov’s story of the same name: about a poetic affair in
Yalta. No words, just a chance glance at a seaside resort - the moment of
shy magnetism.

Three of Cups - Mortuary
Three clowns prepare their companion for her journey into the next world,
keeping the essence of her with them.

Four of Cups - Vegetable Love1
Perhaps not noticing her would-be suitor, a clown pours all her affection into
a plant. The appreciative plant slowly gains consciousness, but the suitor is
out in the cold for now.

Five of Cups - Beneath the White
It’s a natural jump from the very-French Pierrot to the Catholic nun clowns.
For a little extracurricular activity, the nuns have decided to peek at what
lies below their saint’s robe. One cup is missing from the display - who is
the thief?

1

My vegetable love should grow
Vaster than empires and more slow
Andrew Marvell, “To His Coy Mistress”
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Six of Cups - Siren Song
Like the clowns of the House of God, Pierrot is ready to take a fall, all for
the sake of six lovely sirens. Can he swim? No matter, his ideal of love will
keep him afloat.

Seven of Cups - Whale Garden
Now Pierrot plunges far below the surface, into the secret sacred depths of
the ocean. He falls into one of the Star’s rock gardens, a sanctuary of sea
critters.

Eight of Cups - Moon River
In this submerged world, Pierrot finds his lovely Moon... or its reflection.
He fills up cups, as souvenirs and gifts.

Nine of Cups - Flotsam and Jetsam
The tide retreats and Pierrot finds himself washed up on shore. He will miss
the ocean, but it is time to let go.

Ten of Cups - Sandcastle Revisited
Two white clowns put the finishing touch on their collaborative sandcastle,
racing against the tide. Now that they’ve begun building, they’re ready to
establish their kingdom with the help of Coins.

